Fastener and swiftags not only facilitate the universal attachment of product and brand labels, but they are also useful for special requirements, such as securing soft products or semi-finished industrial goods. This programme increases productivity, optimises production processes and saves time and resources. Needles are available for various material thicknesses and for outdoor use and are suitable for use with delicate fabrics. A quick and easy way to communicate your product details and your brand.
V-Tool

Automatically connect a single loop fastener in a fraction of the time it takes to fasten by hand without perforating products. Each tool is comfortable, lightweight, and designed to be durable and reliable. Attach tags securely

- Does not use needles
- Lightweight and compact
- Quick and cost effective
- Ergonomic and safe

Art. no. 9201137    V-Tool

Unit quantity: 1

Art. no. 9201164    Fastening Pin 102 mm, white

Unit quantity: 5,000

Art. no. 9201166    Fastening Pin 127 mm, white

Unit quantity: 5,000

Garden tool

Fastening tool specifically developed to meet special tagging requirements of the horticultural industry. Garden tool perforates rubber and plastic pottery seamlessly. Durable and reliable.

Art. no. 9170783    Garden tool

Unit quantity: 1

Art. no. 9121828    Needle steel

Unit quantity: 5

Art. no. 9121372    Swifttach 13 mm standard, 100 clip
Art. no. 9121374    Swifttach 25 mm standard, 100 clip
Art. no. 9121375    Swifttach 50 mm standard, 100 clip
Art. no. 9121376    Swifttach 75 mm standard, 100 clip
Art. no. 8006980    Swifttach 125 mm, standard, 100 clip

Unit quantity: 5,000
Fastener standard
Fastening tool for standard textile applications. Ideal for tagging low volumes of goods.

- Art. no. 9121348  Fastener standard

Unit quantity: 1

- Art. no. 9121826  Needle standard steel with plastic base

Unit quantity: 5

- Art. no. 9121372  Swifttach 13 mm standard, 100 clip
- Art. no. 9121374  Swifttach 25 mm standard, 100 clip
- Art. no. 9121375  Swifttach 50 mm standard, 100 clip
- Art. no. 9121376  Swifttach 75 mm standard, 100 clip
- Art. no. 8006980  Swifttach 125 mm, standard, 100 clip

Unit quantity: 10,000

Display hook
Displayhooks are attached to products just as easily as regular paddle swiftags. They allow to present items like socks or hats in hang-view display.

- Art. no. 9121348  Display hook 35 mm, white

Unit quantity: 5,000

Fastener Fine
Fastening tool with extra fine needle for fine textile applications. Brandless. Ideal for tagging low volumes of goods.

- Art. no. 9197971  Fastener fine basic

Unit quantity: 1

- Art. no. 9121827  Needle fine with plastic base

Unit quantity: 5

- Art. no. 9121350  Swifttach 15 mm fine, white
- Art. no. 9121308  Swifttach 20 mm fine, white
- Art. no. 9121309  Swifttach 40 mm fine, white

Unit quantity: 10,000